ART

Kaedyn – Paper Mache
Charlotte – Splatter Painting

Ben – Paper Mache
Jack – fly squatting painting
Lanikai – fly squatting painting
Elsie – Paper Mache

OUTDOOR PLAY

Samara – on a digger
Jenae – in a spin top
Lena – coming through the tunnel
Sam – doing the monkey bars

DRAMATIC PLAY

Phoebe – star gazing
Astronaut Ethan

Matilda – Rocket exploration
Joice – getting read to take off
**CONSTRUCTION**

- Mason – building towers
- Maddison – delta sand construction
- Nicholas – playing with blocks
- Eoin – having fun in the block corner

**MATHEMATICS**

- Breanna – rocket ship counting
- James – rocket ship counting
- Brandon – making patterns
- Scarlett – with a 3 shape pattern
- Mackenziee – measuring an Alien Footprint

**Clever Creations**

- Caitlin – Squished Alien
- Rohan – Robot design
- Seth – Squished Alien
- Max – Robot design
- Elias – Squished Alien

**LITERACY**

- Kiahni – discussing her calendar
- Nicholas & Charlotte – Reading